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Background
 Rise and fall of global CDS market
 CDS market in Asia (Remolona and Shim (2008))
 Corporate bond market in Asia at its early stage
 Interested in the impact of CDS market on corporate bond

market: “jump-start effect”
– US: developed bond market when CDS introduced
– Asia: under-developed bond market when CDS started
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Main questions and results
Q1: What is the impact of CDS trading on Asian bond market?
A: CDS trading lowered cost and increased liquidity for new
bond issuances.
Q2: Which group of bond issuers benefited more?
A: Smaller firms, non-financial firms, and firms with higher
CDS liquidity
Q3: Was the impact of CDS trading on the bond market
different during the peak of the recent crisis?
A: CDS index names paid higher spreads than the other
names, above and beyond increase in credit spreads.
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Literature on the impact of CDS on bond market
Theory
 Benefits: CDSs lower cost & improve liquidity in bond

– Ashcraft and Santos (2009)
• Diversification channel and information channel
– Duffee and Zhou (2001)
• Flexible CDSs allow banks to trade more credit risks
 Costs: agency problems due to CDS increase cost
– Ashcraft and Santos (2009)
• Banks use CDS to exploit sellers of credit protection
• Banks’ incentive to monitor loans is smaller
– Allen and Carletti (2006)
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• CRT lead to contagion bet bank & insurance sectors

Literature on the impact of CDS on bond market
Empirics
 Diversification channel

– Hirtle (2008)
• Credit derivatives lengthen maturity & lower spreads
– Minton, Stulz and Williamson (2009)
• US banks’ limited use of CDS to hedge loans
 Information channel
– Acharya and Johnson (2007)
• Incremental information revelation in CDS market
– Norden and Wagner (2008)
• CDS spreads explain future syndicated loan spreads
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Literature on the impact of CDS on bond market
 Ashcraft and Santos (2009)

– CDS trading did not lower cost of bond or loan funding
of US non-financial firms
– Risky and informationally opaque firms were adversely
affected by CDS market in terms of cost of debt
• Banks rely on CDS and do less monitoring
• Bondholders free-ride on bank monitoring
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Our contributions
 First analysis on the Asian market

– Asia is different from the US and Europe.
 Look at the impact of CDS trading on bond market liquidity

– Cost and liquidity are two important aspects of bond
market development
 Look at time variation of the impact of CDS trading

– Credit cycle: normal times vs crisis period
– Financial crisis since 2007 as a natural experiment
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Methodology
Q1: Impact of CDS trading on the primary bond market
 OLS, cross-sectional sample of bonds w/ and w/o CDS

BSi = α0 + α1Tradingi + β1Xi + β2Yi + β3Zi + β4T + εi

(1)

BASi = c0+c1Tradingi+γ0YTMi+ γ1Xi+ γ2Yi+ γ3Zi+ γ4T+εi (2)
• BS = YTM – Treasury rate, BAS = bid-ask spread at issuance
• Trading = 1 for bond issuance with CDS already traded, (-)
• X (bond specific): ratings (-), amount (?), maturity (?), collateral (?)
• Y (firm specific): firm size (-), leverage ratio (+)
• Z (macro-financial): output gap (-), 1-y rate (?), term spread (?)
• T (time): crisis before Lehman bankruptcy, crisis after Lehman
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Methodology
Controlling for selection bias
 Use Heckman’s two-step procedures
– Step 1: Run a probit regression to examine bond issuance decision
• Monthly dummy on whether a firm issued new bonds in each month
• Firm-specific variables: firm size, firm leverage, ratings
• Credit market variables: level and change in “national CDS indices”
• Country-specific variables: stock market return, GDP gap, interest rate
• Global fin market variables: VIX, Baa-Aaa spread in the US market
• CDS trading dummy for each firm
– Step 2: Re-run Regressions (1) and (2) with the inverse Mills ratio
from Step 1 as an additional explanatory variable
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Methodology
Q2: Which bond issuers benefit more from CDS trading?
 Extend (1) & (2) and add an interactive term

BSi=α0+α1Tradingi+α2TradingiDi+ α3Di+ β1Xi+β2Yi+β3Zi+β4T+εi (3)
BASi=c0+c1Tradgi+c2TradgiDi+c3Di+γ0YTMi+γ1Xi+γ2Yi+γ3Zi+γ4T+εi
(4)
D is a bond-specific or firm-specific variable:
(1) firm size (+), (2) firm leverage (-), (3) unrated bonds (-),
(4) financial firms (+), (5) bond issuance history (+),
(6) CDS index inclusion (-), (7) CDS liquidity (?).
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Methodology
Q3: Time-varying impact of CDS trading on the bond market
 Panel dataset, primary and secondary markets, monthly.
 OLS, clustered standard errors by firms (Petersen (2009))

Yit=d0+d1Tradingit+d2IndexitTDUMt+δ1Xit+δ2Yit+δ3Zit+δ4T+εi (5)
• Y is either BS or BAS, monthly series
• Index =1 for a CDS index name, monthly series. Index inclusion is
determined by objective criteria.
• TDUM: one for each quarter. Note that T is also in the regression.
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Data
 Bond issuance by Asian entities: Jan 2003 to Jun 2009
 CN, HK, IN, ID, JP, KR, MY, PH, SG, TH
 Match three levels of data

– Bond data
– Firm data
– Macro-financial data (economy level)
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Data
 Bond data (Bloomberg): selection criteria

– New bonds issued after 2003
– Issued by corporate and financial firms (exclude bonds
issued by sovereign or government-sponsored entities)
– Bonds characteristics
• Senior
• Denominated in either USD, JPY or home country
currency
• Excluding bonds with third-party guarantees, callable
options, puttable options and foreign bonds
– Data cleaning: removing bonds with obvious input errors
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 Bond data

– Issue date, amount, maturity, use of collateral, rating
– Bond spread (YTM - Treasury): at issuance / monthly data
– Bid-ask spread: at issuance / monthly data
 Firm data
– Balance sheet data (Bloomberg): firm size & firm leverage
– CDS data (Markit)
• A dummy for CDS trading
• A liquidity measure of each CDS contract : standard
deviation of contribution quotes
• A dummy of CDS index inclusion : iTraxx Japan and
iTraxx Asia ex-Japan
 Macro-financial data
– Output gap and interest rates
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Data
 Summary statistics (Table 1)

– Total: 1091 bonds / 236 firms
– Rated: 1055 bonds, mainly investment-grade
– Corporate (763) vs. financial (328)
– Maturity: [0, 5] ≈ 50%, [5, 10] ≈ 30%, [10, 30]
≈ 20%
– Majority: local currency bonds in Japan and
Korea
– CDS trading: 643 bonds / 116 firms
– Index inclusion: 326 bonds / 71 firms
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•The figure summarises the coverage of the Markit database on CDS quotes of non-sovereign
Asian entities (including CN, HK, IN, ID, JP, KR, MY, PH, SG and TH), which totals 683 firms.
•The upper panel plots the number of entities that have valid CDS quotes in each month.
•The lower panel shows the total number of contribution quotes on Asian entities in each month.
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•The liquidity measure is the standard deviation of contributed quotes on each entity on each day.
•The figure plots the time series of the average of the liquidity measure for the 116 sample entities.
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Empirical findings
 The impact of CDS trading on the cost and liquidity of

bond issuance
– Benchmark
– Bond issuance decision
– Heckman correction
 Which borrowers are more affected? 7 dimensions
 The impact of CDS trading before and during the crisis
– Panel data
– Coefficients for interactive terms between index
inclusion and (quarterly) time dummies
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• We impose a requirement that there be a minimum of 10 bonds in each subgroup when
calculating the averages, which explains the missing observations in some of the time series.
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Conclusions
 CDS trading is associated with lower cost and higher

liquidity in the Asian bond market
 The impact is stronger for smaller firms, non-financial

firms and firms with higher liquidity in the CDS market
 CDS trading can be a double-edge sword: firms

included in CDS indices faced higher cost in the bond
market at the peak of the global financial crisis
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